
 

If you personalize the map of your city and publish it on your site, who would not want to play with the magnificence and
beauty of City XXL? Take a look at our features:

- Different sizes: small, medium, large and extra large cities. - All continents included with selectable borders. - City limits for
all cities shown on map. You can see how many blocks are inside the city limits for each size. Use this feature to locate where
your house or business is located! - Create custom text layers in any color you like . - You can create any background you want.
You can also use default map backgrounds. - Legends for boroughs, metro areas, major cities, zones and counties. - Realistic
view of zoning lots. Zoning lot sizes are shown exactly as they appear on the real world map, so you can see how much land you
need to buy or rent for your business or to build the house of your dreams. - Real city outlines - Some colors are not used in the
game but only to draw outlines of the buildings on map (example: airports), others are used by game developers (example:
roads). - Traffic light colors depend on traffic levels (red) or public transport (green). - Save city names in multiple languages. -
Customizable map legends. - Realistic look of icons with real size. - Realistic buildings on map containing actual rooms, limits,
freight elevators, water pipes, etc. - You can change any building type to any other - Residential to Commercial building or the
opposite way, for example. - Many options to customize your city: copy cities from one game version to another game version,
set population limits per city size, change traffic light colors by zones or boroughs or metro areas or major cities or zones or
counties or freights layers depending on traffic levels... You can also change a lot of graphics settings. - 2 default maps: earth
and moon, different background options for each of them. - Your custom map is saved in your computer. You can use it in any
version of City XXL you have installed on your computer. You don't have to download it from the Internet every time you want
to play with it. - Building prices depend on the number of floors and on building type, not just on land size . - Ability to play
multiplayer games over internet . - Build a new residential area , set its parameters and place some buildings there . When a user
logs into his account a nice house is waiting for him there . - Create a zone or a zone comprising multiple cities. You can make
your zone as large as you want, as long as the entire zone is contained within the virtual map of the city. - Multiple ways to
connect your cities: roads, railways, water pipes and underground pipes. - The subway construction is done by player's own free
will . No one will force a player to build a subway system in his city . - Set up different types of roads depending on traffic
levels. - Realistic look of light zones .
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